Whereas integration of shape and surround is held to occur through cue-dependent representations, we show that both cue-invariant and cue-dependent representations are involved. A central hinged plane and larger flanking plane were defined by either binocular disparity or motion. In a 'within-cue' condition, shape and surround were defined by the same cue and in a 'cross-cue' condition they were defined by a different cue. Observers compared the dihedral angle of the central shape with a constant reference. When the central shape was defined by disparity, the surround stimuli invoked a contrast bias in the within-cue condition, but shape assimilation occurred in the cross-cue condition. When the central shape was defined by motion there were overall no significant results, but if a contrast bias was observed, it was in the within-cue condition where integration could occur through cue-dependent representations.
Introduction
The basic problem of studying the perception of 3D shape in complex scenes is that visual context affects perceived shape. Context can help resolve shape ambiguity (Gilliam & Grove, 2004) and guide visual search (Brady & Chung, 2007) or improve shape perception (Todd, Thaler, & Dijkstra, 2005) . However, global aspects of a scene can also bias the perception of local three-dimensional object properties like depth, attitude and curvature. Clear examples of such influence are shape contrast effects, where the perception of shape contrasts with its surround. That is, it is biased in the direction opposite to neighbouring shapes. Such contrast effects can be found in a wide range of geometrical properties like depth, slant and curvature, demonstrating that is a general visual phenomenon (e.g. Gibson, 1933; Cornsweet, 1970; Anstis, 1975; Graham & Rogers, 1982) . In this paper, we address the underlying dynamics responsible for the integration of shape and surround.
The brain has to infer 3D shape from information by different depth cues such as disparity, motion or texture and so-called cue combination models describe how the information from these cues is combined. The 'Modified Weak Fusion' (MWF) model by Landy, Maloney, Johnston, and Johnston (1995) has ample support and states that shape estimates from different cue systems ('shape by texture' or 'shape by disparity' etc.) are combined according to a weighted linear combination rule. This means that the model rejects interaction between cue modules before cue combination, as this would lead to nonlinearities in the combination rule. Yet, because shape estimates from different cue systems are qualitatively different, they cannot be meaningfully averaged and some interaction between cue systems must occur. In the MWF framework, such interaction would occur at a stage where missing parameters in one cue system are filled-in with parameters from another cue system. For example, the missing parameter of viewing distance in retinal disparity can be inferred using information from motion parallax (Landy et al., 1995) . But there might be more fusion between cue modalities than implemented in the MWF model. Especially motion and binocular disparity are likely candidates for such strong fusion. On the physiological level, single cell recording in cat striate cortex has shown neurons responding to velocity disparity as well as spatial disparity (Anzai, Ohzawa, & Freeman, 2001; Maunsell & van Essen, 1983) . Qualitatively, motion and binocular disparity are also similar: motion can be inferred from a difference in time, whereas binocular disparity is based on a difference in retinal space. Consistent with such observations, an 'Internal Constraints' (IC) model (Domini, Caudek, & Tassinari, 2006) proposes that, in a first stage of shape processing, an estimate of three-dimensional structure is made by strong fusion of motion and binocular disparity signals.
As there is a debate on the degree of fusion between depth cues, several studies have assessed the cue-dependency of 3D shape representations. These studies provide support for the existence of cue-dependent (shape by cue x) as well as cue-invariant (shape by cue combination) representations. On the behavioural level, some report cross-cue adaptation of slanted surfaces (Bradshaw & Rogers, 1996) , whereas others report that slant cues adapt independently (Knapen & van Ee, 2006) . By comparing fMRI event-related adaptation effects with psychophysical behaviour, Welchmann, Deubelius, Conrad, Bulthoff, and Kourtzi (2005) showed that responses in retinotopic areas corresponded to changes in cue information whereas responses in extrastriate ventral and dorsal areas was related to changes in perceived 3D shape based on cue combination.
Here, we investigate the question whether cue-invariant as well as cue-dependent representations are involved in the integration of shape and surround. Illusions of shape contrast can be found in stimuli that are defined by different cues such as luminance, motion or disparity and are highly similar in these modalities (Curran & Johnston, 1996; te Pas & Kappers, 2001; te Pas, Rogers, & Ledgeway, 2000) . This at least suggests that these biases are independent of cue modality. If the mechanisms that integrate shape and surround indeed rely on cue-invariant representations, surround stimuli are able to invoke a bias in shape perception regardless whether they are defined by the same depth cue. But if shapes are integrated with their surround by cue-dependent representations, surround stimuli would not be able to invoke a bias in the perception of a central shape when they are defined by a different depth cue (the 'cross-cue' situation). The studies that have addressed such questions maintain that shapes are integrated with their surround by cue-dependent representations. van Ee, Banks, and Backus (1999) propose a Slant Estimation Model, which explains slant contrast from weighted combination of a relative disparity cue and a direct shape cue according to the following rule:
The first term is a direct estimate that is based on signals created by the test shape alone and the second term is an indirect estimate based on signals created by the inducer alone and the relative disparity gradient between the inducer and the test shape (w t,dir + w t,ind = 1). This combination rule predicts contrast when shape and surround are both defined by disparity but assimilation when the inducer's disparity specified slant is zero whereas its slant by monocular cues is nonzero. Consistently, van Ee et al. (1999) report a contrast bias when shape and surround are defined by disparity but assimilation when the inducer's slant is defined by pictorial cues. More recently, Poom, Olsson, and Borjesson (2007) found slant contrast when shape and surround were defined by disparity but assimilation when the surround slant was defined by motion and pictorial cues. They explain these results in the light of the Slant Estimation Model, and claim that both slant contrast and assimilation are a by-product of weighted combination of a relative disparity-cue. But the contrast and assimilation biases described by van Ee et al. (1999) and Poom et al. (2007) could also be caused by a different mechanism: one relying on cue-dependent representations and the other on cue-invariant representations.
We hypothesize that there is a dissociation in the depth-cuedependency of contrast and assimilation of 3D shape properties where slant contrast reflects integration by cue-dependent representations whereas assimilation reflects integration by cue-invariant representations. To test these hypotheses, we present observers with a central test shape flanked by a larger surround shape. Test shape and surround could be defined by motion or disparity and were defined by the same (within-cue condition) or by a different depth cue (cross-cue condition). We compare the biases in shape judgments between cue conditions. This way, we are able to demonstrate dissociation in the cue-dependency of slant contrast and assimilation. First, if slant contrast occurs exclusively in the within-cue conditions, this is evidence that contrast is mediated by cue-dependent representations. Second, by including the novel condition where the central shape is defined by monocular cues and the surround by disparity, we can assess the Slant Estimation Model (van Ee et al., 1999) , which attributes both contrast and assimilation to interactions between cue-dependent representations. The combination rule proposed by van Ee et al. makes different predictions for the two cross-cue conditions. When the inducer's slant is specified by monocular cues and the central shape by binocular disparity, it predicts assimilation, as found by van Ee et al. (1999) and Poom et al. (2007) . But when the inducer's slant is specified by disparity whereas the central shape is defined by monocular cues it predicts enhanced slant contrast. If we find assimilation in this novel situation, this is evidence that assimilation is mediated by cue-invariant representations.
Methods

Stimuli
Stimuli were viewed with red/blue anaglyphs and depicted a hinged plane receding in depth, surrounded by a larger hinged plane, also receding in depth (Fig. 1.) . All shapes were 14.1°visual angle high and were separated by a gap of 0.4°visual angle. Central shape and inducer horizontally subtended 6°and 21.1°, respectively. All surfaces were projections of a rectangular random dot patch onto a hinged plane. Therefore, frontal stationary 2D images contained no texture cues to slant.
To evaluate the perceived shape of the test stimulus, observers made comparisons of a range (100-140°) with a constant reference stimulus with a dihedral angle of 120°(method of constant stimuli). Observers judged, using a key-press, which of the two sequentially presented stimuli (test and reference order randomised) had a smaller dihedral angle. To avoid response strategies incorporating the surround, they were explicitly told that the inducers do not contain any information they need for their task.
The dihedral angle of the test and reference surround was either 90°or 150°, resulting in four surround conditions: two where the dihedral angle of the surround of test and reference shape was the same (90°or 150°), and two where it was different (with test and reference surround angle 90°and 150°or 150°and 90°, respectively). As central shape and surround could be defined by binocular disparity or motion, there were four cue conditions: a 'withincue' and 'cross-cue' condition for the case where the central shape was defined by disparity or motion. Shape-from-motion was created by simulating a surface rotation of approximately 16°through 40 frames back and forth around a horizontal axis. Each frame remained on the screen for about 0.04 s.
In such a discrimination task, observers could achieve good performance neglecting depth and formulating responses on the basis of other cues such as 2D relative velocity cues (Sperling, Dosher, & Landy, 1990) . More pressing to the present purposes, such 2D velocity cues could interact between the centre and surround stimuli and observers would have different strategies at hand when incorporating information from the surround into their shape estimate. To keep observers from basing their responses on 2D velocity cues, rotation velocity was randomly varied by keeping the number of frames constant, but choosing the maximum rotation angle from an interval ranging from 12°to 22°back and forth. Whereas this manipulation was necessary to ensure that observers based their responses on 3D shape cues, it must be noted that perceived structure from motion is influenced by the rotation velocity (Domini & Caudek, 1999) . The randomisation of rotation angle and velocity thus added noise to the comparison of the reference and test shape. To check whether this noise component qualitatively affected our results, we performed a control experiment where observers performed the conditions where the central shape was defined by motion without randomisation of rotation angle and velocity. Consistent with Domini and Caudek's results, shape estimates were more reliable compared to the shape estimates with randomised rotation velocity. But subjects displayed a wide range of surround-induced biases, which we attribute to the fact that they had different strategies at hand (using two-dimensional or three-dimensional information) when incorporating information from the surround in the shape estimate. Therefore, we continued the experiment with randomised rotation velocity.
Red and blue dots on the motion-defined surfaces were projected into the cyclopean eye and these motion-defined shapes contained zero binocular disparity. In contrast, shape information from binocular disparity was created by projecting the stationary dots on the 3D hinged plane into the two eyes according to a perspective projection algorithm accounting for inter ocular distance. All stimuli were presented for 1.4 s.
Procedure
We presented ten different central test shapes for each of the four surround Ã four cue conditions. These 160 trial types were blocked by central shape cue (disparity or motion), and two successive blocks of the same cue were presented at a time, taking about 20 min. Each observer ran ten of such sessions, starting with a disparity block, which brings the total amount of measuring time per observer to about five hours, including breaks.
Observers first trained the angle discrimination task on stimuli where no surround was present with 13 replications of each test shape dihedral angle. Auditory feedback was given. After training, responses on the motion-defined shapes were compared to simulated responses based on rotation velocity. Participants that based their responses on rotation velocity, or with angle discrimination thresholds from motion or disparity larger than 30°were excluded from further participation.
Participants
All observers had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. They were seated in a dark room, 80 cm in front of an Iiyama Vision Master Pro 514 monitor with their heads in a chin rest to prevent head movements. Ten naive undergraduate students that passed the angle discrimination test participated, as did one of the authors (SP).
The psychometric curve
The point of subjective equality (PSE) and discrimination threshold were calculated by fitting the proportion of 'smaller dihedral angle' responses at each test stimulus angle. If there is no effect of the surround, the PSE should be equal to the angle of the central reference. Thus, the interesting parameter in this experiment is the difference between the PSE and the central reference angle: The bias, which we define in such a way that negative values represent contrast biases and positive value assimilation biases. We define the angle discrimination threshold as the 84% correct threshold that we obtain from the psychometric function.
Results
To test the hypothesis that slant contrast reflects integration of shape and surround by cue-dependent representations whereas assimilation reflects integration by cue-invariant representations, we compared biases in a 'within-cue' and 'cross-cue' condition. But first we checked whether there was an unexpected difference between the conditions where the dihedral angle of the test shape surround was 90°or 150°. Bias data were entered into a repeated measures ANOVA with the factors test surround (90°or 150°), surround (same or different) and cue combination (within-cue or cross-cue). There was no effect of Test Surround angle, F(1, 10) = 0.21, p = 0.656 for the condition where the central shape was defined by disparity and F(1, 10) = 0.21, p = 0.653 for the condition where the central shape was defined by motion. Therefore we combined biases from these conditions. Next, the data were entered into a repeated measures ANOVA with the factors surround (same or different) and cue combination (within-cue or cross-cue). When the central shape was defined by disparity, there was an interaction of surround (same or different) and cue combination (within-cue or cross-cue), F(1, 10) = 26.83, p < 0.000 (Fig. 2) . We further looked into this interaction by a series of planned comparisons. When surround and shape were defined by the same cue, there was a contrast bias in the perception of the dihedral angle of the central shape; t(10) = 4.79, p = 0.001. But in the cross-cue condition where the inducers were defined by motion, assimilation of test and surround dihedral angle occurred; t(10) = À3.77, p = 0.004. (2)). On the left data averaged over 11 subjects. Error bars represent standard errors of the mean. Individual biases are presented on the right. Here, error bars represent the upper and lower limit of the confidence interval of the psychometric curve. Fig. 3 . Bias in degrees of angle for the condition where the central shape was defined by motion as a function of surround condition (same (1) or different (2)). On the left data averaged over 11 subjects. Error bars represent standard errors of the mean. Individual biases are presented on the right. Here, error bars represent the upper and lower limit of the confidence interval of the psychometric curve.
When the central shape was defined by motion, there were no significant results. There was no effect of surround (F(1, 10) = 0.59, p = 0.46) nor interaction of cue combination and surround (F(1, 10) = 0.19, p = 0.67). But overall we observed two patterns of results (Fig. 3) . Three subjects (KV, AH and SP) showed a pattern of biases that was similar to the condition where the central shape was defined by disparity. When shape and surround were defined by the same depth cue, there was a contrast bias, whereas this was not the case in the cross-cue condition. The remaining eight subjects demonstrated an assimilation bias in both the within-and cross-cue conditions. This in contrast to the conditions where the central shape was defined by binocular disparity. Therefore, we looked for factors underlying these differences in bias direction.
Subjects reported difficulty with the task and discrimination thresholds were much higher compared to the condition where the central shape was defined by disparity (with averages 10°for disparity and 33.73°for motion), F(3) = 48.08, p = 0.00. For some subjects the motion signal was unreliable to an extent where the psychometric curve did not fit properly, with unreliable estimates of the discrimination threshold as a result (Table 1 ). In itself, these unreliable estimates were unfit to predict biases. But signal reliability is estimated in the context of other shape signals and relative reliability might be even more telling. We compared the ratio of the discrimination thresholds for motion and disparity-defined shapes, which can be taken as measure of the relative reliability of the motion cue, to the biases found in the different conditions. The ratio of the discrimination threshold for disparity and motion correlated well with the bias in the motion within-cue condition (R = À0.743, p = 0.009). High motion/disparity threshold ratio's were associated with contrast biases whereas low ratio's were associated with assimilation biases (see Fig. 4 ).
Discussion
We set out to answer the question whether both cue-dependent and cue-invariant representations are involved in the integration of shape and surround. To this end, we presented shape and surround in the same (the within-cue condition) or in a different depth cue (the cross-cue condition) and compared the surround bias between conditions. Shapes were defined by binocular disparity or motion.
When the central shape was defined by binocular disparity, contrast occurred in the within-cue condition whereas assimilation was observed in the cross-cue condition. When the central shape was defined by motion there were no significant results but two trends were observed. Some observers showed a pattern of results that was similar to the conditions where the central shape was defined by binocular disparity (i.e. contrast when all shapes were defined by motion, but assimilation when the surround was defined by disparity). But most demonstrated an assimilation bias not only in the cross-cue condition, but also in the within-cue condition where shape and surround were defined by motion. Crucial to our study, contrast occurred especially in the within-cue conditions, where integration could occur through cue-dependent representations. Therefore, we conclude that slant contrast reflects integration by cue-dependent representations whereas assimilation reflects integration by cue-invariant representations.
In contrast to our findings, van Ee et al. (1999) and Poom et al. (2007) explain both slant contrast and assimilation from a disparity-dependent mechanism, described in the Slant Estimation Model (van Ee et al., 1999) . Both studies claim that slant is estimated from weighted linear combination of a direct shape estimate from cue combination and a disparity-based relative cue. The combination rule predicts slant contrast when shape and surround are defined by disparity but assimilation when the surround slant is defined by monocular cues whereas the disparity specified slant is zero. Van Ee et al. (1999) and Poom et al. (2007) only tested this cross-cue condition and their finding of assimilation in the crosscue condition could be explained by the Slant Estimation Model. Fig. 4 . Correlation between the ratio of the motion and disparity threshold and bias (degrees of angle) in the motion within-cue condition.
But the model predicts enhanced slant contrast when the central shape is defined by monocular cues and the surround by disparity. We show that in this case assimilation, not contrast occurs. With this, we are able to reject the Slant Estimation Model's position that assimilation is caused by weighted combination of a relative disparity-cue. It is interesting to note that assimilation did not exclusively occur in the cross-cue conditions but also in the motion withincue condition where all shapes were defined by motion. Bias size and direction (contrast or assimilation) were related to the ratio of the discrimination threshold for motion-and disparity-defined shapes, which can be taken as a measure of the relative reliability of the motion cue. Observers for whom the motion signal was relatively reliable (poor stereo viewers and good motion viewers), tended to show a contrast bias in the motion within-cue condition whereas observers to whom the motion cue was relatively unreliable tended to show assimilation biases in the motion within-cue condition. This finding is in line with the observation that centre-surround bias in motion perception shifts from contrast to assimilation with added visual noise (Hanada, 2004) . In another study (van der Kooij & te Pas, in press) we directly assessed how a surround-induced bias depends on the reliability of shape signals by adding visual noise to the shape signals. This way, we showed that a contrast bias occurs when the shapes are well defined whereas an assimilation bias occurs when shape signals are unreliable. In short, the fact that we found an assimilation bias in the motion within-cue condition can be attributed to the difficulty subjects experienced with these shapes and we can maintain our conclusion that biases of shape contrast reflect integration through cue-dependent representations whereas assimilation biases reflect integration through cue-invariant representations.
But what mechanism might cause such assimilation? Recent neuro-imaging data have linked cue-dependent and invariant types of shape representation to areas of visual cortex and might offer a glimpse at the mechanism that causes assimilation of shape properties. Using fMRI adaptation methods, Welchmann et al. (2005) showed that BOLD responses in early visual areas are related to the shape signal by individual depth cue, whereas the BOLD response in higher visual areas was related to the shape percept from cue combination. The information that can be represented in these areas is constrained by the receptive field properties of neurons within the area. Studies in cats and monkeys have shown that receptive field sizes are smallest in the central primary visual cortex (V1) and increase gradually in both higher and more peripheral parts of visual areas (Zeki, 1978; Maunsell & Newsome, 1987; Felleman & van Essen, 1991; Gattass et al., 2005) . This means that cue-invariant representations are associated with larger receptive fields compared to cue-dependent representations. If the central shape and surround fell on a single population receptive field, the neural population would base its response on the average slant signal, which would explain the small assimilation bias in the conditions where integration had to occur through cue-invariant representations. In the case of unreliable information, the visual system can eliminate noise by averaging shape signals over a larger region, which might result in the use of more global representations (van der Kooij & te Pas, in press).
To conclude, both cue-dependent and cue-invariant representations are involved in the integration of shape and surround. A shape contrast bias reflects integration by cue-dependent representations whereas assimilation of shape properties is caused by integration through cue-invariant representations. Biases of shape contrast might be caused by relative shape cues, processed in early visual cortex whereas assimilation might be a by-product of large receptive field sizes of neurons in higher visual cortex where shape from cue combination is processed.
